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Aboard For San Jose! Let's Junk The Spartan Jinx!
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College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, October 21, 1938
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f -leather

the great sine qua non of letr writing. Have you ever tried
, :s editing a letter without mention' E_ ; it? During the summer you
N H R
Yte, "It's hot here and getting
»r«
tter;" while in winter it's "Say,
n
it. t it's wet and getting wetter."
' f=Hr " I'm afraid that even the Cali"!
nia Chamber
of
Commerce
h*d c hild have to admit that our
TUs/ med climate has decidedly de;ifcIo J'jiorated
into mere weather.
j jnday as we write, azure skies
L 0rhi, r jetch from horizon to horizon,
'5"n'|Sj, jweVer, and all the world looks
? - . veil, all the world looks.
tool
Bht,
further proof of the all-imporI'tactt
it place filled by the weather
Be
or, '"«• "5.°\n is the fact that this is the
nnrl/;th straight SIDELINES colIn to begin with some mention
u,*
Popped J the weather. We like to talk
Hi M
1 Sli
1'1^ wr'^e about it—weather we
l.
PIocl'"Hr
"" >»1-. "'at
,K,
'ow anything about it or not.
»fto
e
the
"'""fid 8(;Smoke Gets in Your Eyes"
, tame the theme song at the
.. , fl|n
nege of the Pacific last week
,0 the the gardeners' assistants burned
'* defi-.-at piles of leaves. We rather
whiln e the smell of good clean smoke
'• and in't tell us that smoke is never
, " Wp" in p d or clean!) except when we're
* '''hid be [t the house. Then it always re• h» Kjflds us of the night when we
lly smelled smoke and that
•KR
KS G00noke meant fire.
•'•'(•landing back, Even grammar school and cor"'I"-"I. coached )[ "lot football games feel the in''" Bud p^^ence of the Stagg technique,
'•lid. who, acwrt wa*ched a very earnest game
"*'h Ralph Fraud "ie latter variety the other
' "
Pacific m ?- ®ne °' their favorite plays
" order to w|n toi.B a backward lateral ending in
'
have a's-ong f°rward pass; something
three n«,e what staS8'3 cohorts label
her, half;
id l om p. kraold Traxler substituted a
'm key stick for his Babe Ruth
had previo
cial the other afternoon while
b" Allison'
were | f°uhg lady in pink obligingly
^formed with the football. Who
rs, when th
s women aren't invading men's
at 27-7 lag
nains?
they should
r their tilt »;i
o date to our blurb last week
bio stri'tlng llne-usut poor overworked Pacificites
irs:
js the suggestion by one of our
O. T.
RAMBLIuaintances,
"Isn't too much
It. r.
Franlfk rusting on the iron consti\ aughn K. T. T. Mon?"
It. G... Sid stf, and only if, we felt terribly
IliamJ)'
Jack!sssed for copy, we might stoop
Illume ,.C.
. .C.
.lackiss
remark that Ye Ed ought to
, utt
1. G.Clark lire
W about moonlight and—well
(iruhhe L. T. Gens »w
tagerly I-E... Aleijonnlight period. But we won't.
().
Glen fa see, he might censor it.
«••».
O.
a

'«Q

""•' impus Kuts .
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Homecoming Hancock Show
Mixes Music,
Schedule
Science
Planned

Music and science shared honors
last Tuesday evening when Cap
tain Allan Hancock presented a
varied program to the college aud
Big plans are under way for the
ience.
annual Homecoming to be held
The Captain Allan Hancock En
next week, which promises to be
one of the biggest and best af semble entertained the audience
fairs of its kind in C. O. P. his with a widely varied program for
tory. Many special features for the first part of the evening. The
the grand reunion are being for members of the ensemble were Al
mulated by campus organizations. lan Hancock, cello; Loren Powell,
violin; Ambrose Russo, violin; Ar
BALLY THLBSDAY
The event of the year will be thur Jensen, viola; Bartley Hunt,
Ruderman, flute;
gin with a. gigantic mass rally to bass; Sylvia
Catherine
Jackson,
harp and W. E.
be held on Thursday night, Octo
Strohridge, piano.
ber 27. Songs, yells, and a hilari
ous good time are planned for VARIED CLASSICS
everyone. The Freshman bonfire
The musical program was an
will be lit and "dinks" burned, outgrowth of long years of de
in the best of Pacific tradition. votion to classical music on the
On Friday, October 28, the part of the founder. The ensemble
gayety will come to a climax with has played before audiences total
the Nevada-Pacific game to be ing more than 400,000 persons in
held in Baxter Stadium at 8:00 some 500 appearances in cities
o'clock.
Following the game, scattered from Northern California
there will be a huge dance in the to the Andes of Ecuador. In past
gymnasium for the student body, seasons the members have present
alumni of the College of the Pa ed weekly concerts over nation
cific, and the visitors from Uni wide radio networks including as
versity of Nevada.
many as seventy-five stations.
All sororities and fraternities
The numbers included: "Danse
have prepared luncheons and after des Bouffons from 'Snegourotchka'
noon programs in honor of the Rimsky-Koraskow; "Le Vol du
alumni to be held on Saturday. Bourdon from *Tsar Saltan,' " RimThe academic organizations, such sky-Korsakow; "Malaguena" Leas All College Honor Society and cuona; "Chorale "Jesus Belibet
Phi Sigma Gamma have plans Meine Frende," Bach; "Leyenda,"
also.
Albeniz; "Burgeres," Debussy; "Le
Coucou," Arensky; "La Siesta del
ALUMNI BANQUET
The annual Alumni Banquet will Padre," Stewart; "Vers la Source
take place at 5:30 Saturday eve dans le bois," Tournier.
ning at the First Congregational EXPLORATION MOVIE
Church. Following this the Alum
To Tropic Seas," was an educa
ni are especially invited to a tional motion picture depicting life
comedy, "The Ghost Flies South," in strange lands and tropical wa
in the Pacific Little Theatre.
ters with an accompanying ex
A special feature of the Home planatory lecture. The photography
coming banquet will be the re was by W. Charles Swett, who told
union of the Class of '28. This the story, showing many unusual
will be their tenth anniversary, sights of the islands of the Pa
and they expect it to be the best cific.
ever, with all of the members
The capture of gigantic seals off
present.
Guadlaupe Islands, strange reptiles
Winding up the weekend fes descended from prehistoric types;
tivities will be the big Home desolate Galapagos with its barren
coming dance in the gym. Every lava shores, a land where tragedy
body and his brother will natur has reigned since man first strug
ally be present at this final event. gled there for existence; the bird
A good time for all, both alum life of various volcanic islands;
ni and students, is promised by the coast of our neighbors to the
Ecuador,
Mexico;
Robert E. Burns, alumni secre south—Peru,
tary, who has been the man be natural color scenes; all high-light
hind the scenes, pulling the ed the movie part of the Tuesday
evening program.
strings.
o

, .;;. K.ir. Budtjorus
. . . I.. H. Bob f-3 one 0{ the largest classes this
1
K. IV. J- "TOutlon
of
higher learning
sts, what with over two-hunid singers,
near-singers, and
plain sitters,
e've always felt that Professor
ley's weekly joke helps draw
the crowds. Sometimes Fibber
iGee and the Stockton Record
our maestro, and then , it's
ley's weakly joke. Right in
middle of a soprano bit last
sday he burst
out
with,
ore's that A?"
at's what we wondered last
Prof.
very once in a while someone
s up with the gag about the
ranos being guilty of murder
the hi C's. We don't think it's
ny any more, either. Why pick
the poor little sopranos all the
ie?
•1

ill Map

i)e Four

or'"

....

orsemen are still more in the
lie eye than the Seven Mules,
:Plte the modern emphasis on
play. If Bptty Coed misses a
a*1" ' jtbail game, her first question
, coK""3 93l"Who starred? I mean, who
1
c
|.tilcti " ° .-de the touchdowns."
U! fnute Rockne chose this drac(,lor'
ieS fe.® method
of showing his
t9 lnc'
?d, ^'Jatt't Notre Dame eleven the
!;V;important place filled by the
ap
• ion f"fKard wall. In an important iniV t-t'sectional game he started the
llin? ne<i Four Horsemen behind a
gef'-ond string line. Layden, Crowand Co., went nowhere very
for about five minutes. Then
ck" shot in his first string
• As the center took his place
! || inl" the huddle after the first
^^Wmmage had brought a first
. he rema
remarked, "Well, boys,
V
R
A
'
:
n
i P f l C you needed a little help.'
ruess
'ouldn't we have a nice pet
be for Pacific's front rank
skies, something to compare
h Fordam's "Seven Blocks of
unite"? "Seven Small Scrap•®" has the advantage of alii
. atlori, but its drawbacks are
\- fious. How about It, Mr. Sports
I°r Donsker?

(

/ay

dustrial Tour

it

4.

ief

1® Interesting visit to the Consntal Canning Company was
de last week by the class in
lustrial Management. The class
r the various operations in pros 'n the manufacturing of tin
is, as well as the lay-out of
Plant itself. The group was
de up of twenty College of the
$fle students, most of them
(Wness majors.
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JINX-JUNKER DE LUXE

Student Body
Card Drive
Next Week
Ex. Committee Starts
Final PSA Boom

Campus Organizations
Present Many Activities

Tentatively checking the stu
dent body card drive inaugurated
last week, the Executive Commit
tee has decided to release the full
pressure of the campaign next
week, coincidental with prepara
tions for Homecoming.
We feel that all students at
Pacific will want to engage in ths
Homecoming events and that next
week is the best time to let 'er
boom," stated Ken Klaas, chair
man recently appointed by the
Ex! Committee to head the drive
committee.
At the weekly meeting of the
Ex. Committee Wednesday eve
ning, other business transacted in
cluded approval of bills, ratifica
tion of salaries of Naranjado coeditors (pending approval of the
Naranjado budget by the Publica
tions and Executive Committee)
and a vote to send PSA Prexy
Farley and Rally Big-wig Atkin
son to the San Jose pre-game
activities Thursday.
The committee also recommend
ed that all fraternities and sorori
ties hold "open house" next Fri
day night following the Home
coming tussle with Nevada. This
is subject to the approval of the
houses.
Next meeting of the governing
body of the PSA will be held at
Anderson Hall Monday night,
"October 24, at 9 o'clock.

-—
Help Junk The Jinx
By Rooting At
San Jose Tonight!

No. 6

PSA Invades San
Jose State Today
Tiger Rooters Storm Gates Of Sparta
As Staggmen Seek To Break Jinx
All roads lead to San Jose!
With one of the greatest displays of spirit ever seen
on the Pacific campus, a hectic week of pre-game hys
teria comes to a climax today when the PSA, almost en
masse, moves down to San Jose for the big "grudge"

• battle of the football year.
According to Rally Chairman
Ernie Atkinson, the special train
pulling out of the Southern Pa
cific depot at 2:30 this afternoon
will carry at least 250 rooters, in
cluding the band. At least thrice
that many are expected to make
the trip to the Garden City by
automobile, bus or just plain
hitch-hiking.
That's what CLEM SYVAGERTY,
ALL FOR $1.63
veteran Pacific end, alms to be to
The rooters' "special" will con
"The Asilomar Conference pre tain a dance car (complete with
night when ho leads the Tigers
sents to each student the finest swing band), observation car,
against the Spartans at San Jose.
opportunity of his College life to smoking cars, lounge cars—every
A home-town San Jose boy (by
think seriously about himself and thing but a diner, all for the cost
way of Milpitas), Swagerty, known
of $1.65, round trip. The train,
the world in which he livesas "Swag-Bag" or "Glutz" at C. O.
leaving Stockton at 2:30 arrives in
something every student should do San Jose before 5 p. m. It will re
P., will be so much poison to the
at least once during his College turn at 10:45 tonight, following
DcGrootmen this evening. (Ed.
career." These are the words of the game.
Note: He only blocked two kicks
However, those wishing to stay
Dr. Harold A. Jacoby last year's
against the Spartans last year.)
down for the dance may do so
business manager of the Confer
and come back Saturday or Sun
ence and a member of the plan day as round trip tickets are valid
ning committee this year.
for an eight-day period.
Pacific's rooting section at San
The whole emphasis of this
year's Asilomar is to try to help Jose thi3 evening, from all re
liable indications, should number
individuals to learn how to solve
over the thousand mark, fill
a
their problems. Not only in the considerable slice of Spartan Stad
Round Tables, but in the platform ium, which seats approximately
addresses, at worship and in rec 15,000.
reation this is to be the note. Con
Rooters aboard the C. O. P.
sequently this year Asilomar plans special" will be greeted at the
to have a large number of com San Jose depot by a Spartan noise
petent Christian people, in addi parade that will conduct the visi
tion to Round Table leaders, who tors through downtown San Jose,
On November 2 the Pacific Lec
"The Tomorrow of England's
can serve as counselors who will past San Jose State Campus, then
ture Series will open its 1938-39 Empire" will be Dr. Noel J.
be always available for personal later out to the Bengal-Spartan
season in the Pacific Auditorium. Breed's subject when he speaks
Alumni Secretary Burns is still consultation. The recreation, un
grid classics. Announcement to this
The lectures, four in number, will before the International Affairs going strong. Announcement of
der the leadership of George effect was made by Jack Riordan,
present various subjects by prom Club next Tuesday afternoon at another big "old grad" event, a
Burcham, will also be designed to rally chairman at San Jose State,
inent speakers, all authorities in 3:30 in the S. C. A. rooms.
dinner meet of the Pacific Alumni help make better use of leisure
at the Tiger rally in the Pacific
their respective fields.
Special emphasis will be placed group of Santa Clara County, was
time.
Auditorium yesterday morning.
Mrs. Irving Stone, popular lec on the challenge which Germany made early this week.
This year there will be at least RALLIES HELD
turer and author of "Lust for and Italy, the two great dictator
The dinner staged at the fifteen Round Table discussion
At the Pacific rally Thursday
Life" awd "Sailor on Horseback" ships united in the Rome-Berlin Hotel Montgomery in San Jose
groups touching every phase of
morning appeared Riordan, Jack
(the biography of Jack London axis, are making to England's yesterday evening, October 20,
life. Some of the leaders who have Hilton, football-playing student
which recently ran in the Satur vast domains outside the "tight served as a "Bengal Boost
already accepted are Dr. George A.
little
isles."
day Evening
Post) and other
er" affair, one night prior to the Coe, Professor Edward Tenney of body head at San Jose and Jim
books, will be the first speaker. SOME PROBLEMS
San Jose State-Pacific game at Fresno State College, Professor Faun, Spartan head yell leader.
Mr. Stone's topic will be "Cali
"Yesterday" England was en Spartan Stadium. In charge of ar Emeritus of Harvard, T. N. Car Speeches by Riordan and Hilton,
cheer-leading by Faun featured the
fornia and Its Literary Tradi gaged in making the maps of the rangements for the banquet was
ver, Rose Terlln of the World's hullabaloo.
tions."
world predominantly pink.for the Lucille Fox Green, '24.
Student Christian Federation, Dr.
Pacific's Yell Maestro Atkinson
benefit of geography students. To
The program plans called for George Hedley, State Adult Edu
GOVERNSIENT RESEARCH
garnished the old pepper-pot by
day
are
we
witnessing
in
the
Pal
President
Tully
C.
Knoles
of
the
cation Department.
December 7, Professor B. M.
directing the assemblage in C. O.
Any student at all interested in P. yells and songs, with Assistants
Woods will talk on "Research as estine struggle and the projected College of the Pacific and Presi
Governmental Activity." Mr. Italian domination of the Medi dent Dwayne Orton of the Stock the Asilomar Conference should Schedler and Briggs chiming in.
Woods is in the department of terranean forces which will dis ton Junior College to outline the plan to attend the Asilomar Rally Also on the program was the
Mechanical -Engineering at the rupt the most far-flung empire in working relationship between their on November 7 in the S. C. A. swing piano duo team of Harvey
University of California. He is a the world's history? What will be respective organizations. Most of rooms. Several students from the and Bruebeck, crooning tenor Lew
Results of last week's ques
well-known scientist and a special the outcome of Chamberlain's pol the Santa Clara group are older campus have already signed up as Ford, accompanied by Herman Sationnaire concerning student
ist on aviation and kindred activi icies of dealing with dictators? alumni who have not been in definitely going to the Conference, piro.
expenditures in Stockton dur
Will it end in British return of close touch with the College of which will be held from December
ties.
Last night San Jose State added
ing the school year are be
'The Law of a Free People" is Germany's colonial possessions be the Pacific for some years, and 26 to January 2, inclusive.
fuel to the fire by staging a mon
ing tabulated by workers in
fore
the
World
War?
who
appreciated
some
of
the
up-tothe subject for February 1. A
ster rally, which President Erwin
the office of Dean Corson.
These and other questions will date information concerning the
Pacific's Studio Theatre made its widely-recognized California schol
Farley of the PSA, and Ernie At
Final tabulation of the quiz,
occupy
the
minds
of
members
of
institution
and'
its
new
set-up.
seasonal bow last night with the ar and author of many books in
kinson attended. Farley delivered
which brought in more than
the
International
Affairs
Clubs
in
Miscellaneous
entertainment
for
three-century-old slapstick come the field of government and po
a short speech, while Atkinson led
eleven hundred replies, will
dy, "Gammer Gurton's Needle." litical science, Professor Max Red- their meeting Tuesday. Ample dis the affair was provided by stu
the Spartan rooters in their own
be announced in the October
cussion
time
will
be
provided,
after
dents
of
Santa
Clara
County.
Under the direction of Dick Pa- in, is the third lecturer.
yells.
28 edition of the WEEKLY.
the
speaker
finishes.
trlquin, the inaugural farce will BROTHER LEO AGAIN
Following the game tonight, a
Dr. Breed, pastor of the First
be repeated tomorrow and Mon
Last on the list, but far from Congregational Church in Stock
football dance will be staged in
day at 8:15 p. m.
Round-Robin debates will oc the Men's Gym at San Jose. The
least is Brother Leo, from the
One of the first English come English department of St. Mary's ton, also serves on the College of
cupy the attention of the Pacific gym has been decked out with ap
Student Association forensic squad propriate decorations, including
dies ever written, "Gammer Gur College, coming on April 19. Broth the , Pacific faculty as professor
at their regular practice Tuesday large caricatures of Coach Amos
ton's Needle," as done by the er Leo is speaking on his favorite of English History. . One of his
at 8:00 p. m.
Studio Theatre group, was hilari writer when he discusses "Shake classes at the College of the Pa
Alonzo Stagg and Coach Dud Decific
this
year
is
on
Great
Britain
ously received by the opening speare and Philosophy." The St.
Participants in the first full Groot.
How would you men like
and the Empire.
After deciding to meet every night audience.
schedule of intra-squad debates
Music will be furnished by Al
Mary's professor is the lone re
to have a Foods Class for
other week on Wednesday eve
this season will include the follow Davina and his "Swingeroos." Ad
The witty lines of the adapta peater from last year's lecturer MEMBERSHIP OPEN
men
only?
Stress
would
be
Membership of the club, limited
nings in the S. C. A. rooms, the tion by Clements which Director series.
ing: Pulich and Phifer vs. Nichols mission will be by student body
placed on "food for men."
to twenty-five, is more than half
Public Affairs Group, a new cam Patriquin chose were bandied
and Hancock, Fanucchi and Far card only, with Pacific students
Students are strongly urged to full at present. Anyone interested
Miss Wiens, the Foods Pro
pus organization, voted to retain about with abandorl by a capable attend all of these lectures. Sea
ley vs. Biddick and Fuller, Vanden Allowed to come stag.
fessor, requests that all men
its temporarily elected officers of cast, headed by Dick Briggs as son tickets are $1.00 for adults; 75 in joining the International Af
Akker and Bartholomew vs. Miller
interested in such a course
a week ago, Harlan Pease, presi Diccon and June Sprague as cents for students, and may be fairs Club should see its secre
and Stone, McAdams and Martin
please leave a note to that
dent; and Galen M. Harvey, vice- Gammer Gurton herself. At all secured from nearly all faculty tary-treasurer, Chris Pappas, about
vs. Breed and Hogan, and Kientz
effect
in
her
box
at
the
In
obtaining
membership.
president, as permanent officers times the cast maintained the ele members or at the door at the
and Mesuda vs. Thornton and W.
formation Office, so that she
Betty Parker, a reporter on the
for this term.
Eschwig.
ments of farce and exaggerated first lecture.
may determine whether there
PACIFIC WEEKLY staff, is the
The meeting this week was an pantomime which typified the age
The beginning of the intramural
o
will
be
enough
participants
latest
to
signify
her
intention
of
open forum discussion meeting when the play was written.
tournament has been postponed
for such a course.
attending the Conference of the
with Professor Emory Fast, fac
until Monday night, due largely
Other members of the cast are
This would correspond to
Northern California-Nevada Region
ulty advisor, as the chairman of Bill Hunefeld as Hodge, Bill Dean
to the fact that certain necessary
the present three-unit Foods
of
International
Relations
Clubs
to
the evening. A discussion of po as Cork, Gail Scheere as Tib, Mar
material has not been available.
Course in which only girls
be held October 28 and 29 at
litical issues and the men in the garet Lee as Dame Chat, Dan
The debate seminar room in the
Last Wednesday at 5:15, the
have signed so far.
Dominican College in San Rafael.
campaign was held.
basement of the library Is usually Campus Studio staged a special
Looney as Doctor Rat, Jack
From the size of the blisters on Anyone else who is interested in
The next meeting of the group, Holmes as Master Bailey. Jack
open for the use of debaters, who feature dealing with the Com
Harlan Peases' hands, a lot of attending, should see Dr. G. A.
to which students of public and Holmes also served as stage man
may go there for conferences or munity Chest Drive now going on
work was evidently accomplished Werner, faculty sponsor of the
current events are cordially in ager for the production.
for help in their reading. Profes in Stockton.
last week-end when several of the club, immediately.
vited, is scheduled for 8 p. m. in
sor E. R. Nichols will be glad to
Sets for the play were designed S. C. A.'s sturdier
The play was directed by Art
members
o
.
the S. C. A. rooms on November by Bob Bastian in the best six
direct any desiring his assistance. Farey, and the calst consisted of
journeyed to Hogan Dam. The
2nd.
teenth century manner.
Toni Rifberg, Claribel Coffman,
object of the journey was to build
o
Tickets are available at the a road preparatory to building the
Jean Hodgert, Howard Thurston,
door, twenty-five cents per copy. S. C. A. cabin.
and Les Knoles.
o
Dr. Knoles' World Today will be
Among those who made the trip
An -Inter-denominational Recrea
With twenty of the twenty-four
heard Monday at 1:30. At 2:00
were Irvin Grubbs, Bob Stark,
Tuesday, Collegiate Hi-Lights with
Wes Dunton, Art Irish, Trevor tional Conference was held at Chi members present, the monthly
The Filipino Club, at their Thurston and Becker will he
Griffiths, Claude Hogan, Harlan co October 7-8 during which time general meeting of the Student
On next Thursday morning, the
Pease, Joe Thornton, Grant Col- programs designed to assist the Christian Association took place semestral election Saturday, Oc broadcast as usual.
assembly will be turned over to
peoples church on Monday evening, Oct. 17, at tober 8 at eight o'clock, chose HonWednesday, Pacific Personality
liver, Bob Morris, Bob Burns and various young
the All-College Honor Society, of
.groups in their recreational prob the home of Dr. and Mrs. Jacoby. orio Burigsay, president, and Ece- is interviewing "Pop" Gordon. The
Harold Jacoby.
which Bobbin Gay Peck is presi
The meeting was in the form of setiz Baiugdajan, vice-president, radio audience will have the op
lems.
dent. The society will introduce
Representing the Pacific Stud a pot-luck dinner with the busi Other officers will be Faustino portunity to find out the "in
The October get-together of
its new members. Speaker of the
ent Christian Association were ness discussed later.
Daquiado, secretary-treasurer; An side dope" on how a band works
morning will be Dr. W. D. Coder, Ortho Meta Para was one of un
Bobbie Gammons, Buford Bush,
The speaker of the evening was dres Montero, auditor; and Felix at a football game.
of the Senior College English de usual interest and value: a trip
Saturday, October 22, at one and Betty Rae Stone.
Dr. W. O. Mendenhall, president Contillo (former president of the
Next week's Symposium will be
to Sacramento last Tuesday at 8
partment.
Lawton Harris, known to Pa of Whittier College, who spoke on Stockton High School Filipino a discussion of the Single Tax,
p. m. to attend the meeting of the o'clock the Classical Association of
the Pacific States will meet in cificites for his recreation and the organization of religion in our Club), sergcant-at-arms.
Initiative Proposition Number 20.
American Chemical Society.
Several new members have been Participating in the discussion
The speaker was Chairman Max Anderson Dining Halh The speak folk-dance classes on the campus State universities.
The business of the evening con added due to the extension of the will be Erwin Farley, president
On Tuesday, October 11, Mr. W. Kleiber of Davis College who ers will be Dr. L. J. Richardson, this term, was one of the leaders
sisted of the reports of the chair Stockton Jr. College.
of the P. S. A., John Fanucchi,
Bennett Easton, Jr., Executive spoke on "An Agricultural Chem of the University of California, at the Conference.
There will be other such con men of the various committees,
Tomorrow night the new officers formerly of Bakersfield J. C., and
Secretary of the Pacific Southwest ist's impressions gained from a President Knoles, and Mrs. Evelyn
region of the YMCA was at the recent trip to Europe as a mem A. Clement of the State Depart ferences throughout the State this The general committee, which is will be installed and new mem Doris Hancock, varsity debater.
John Crabbe says that Radio
College.
He
attended
various ber of the International Physeo- ment of Education. Anyone in year, according to Betty Rae composed of the executive mem bers honored at a meeting. A pro
The meeting terested in attending this banquet Stone. This week-end a similar bers of the S. C. A., the commit gram followed by refreshments are Stage will go back on the air"
meetings and commented on how loglcal Congress."
much he enjoyed seeing the activi was held at Sacramento Junior notify Dean Farley, who Is sec conference will be held in Oak tee chairmen, and ex-officio mem included in the plans for the eve next week "if it kills him." Proba
bers, meets once a month.
ning.
land.
bly on Wednesday.
retary of the association.
College.
tics.

RESULTS OF
QUIZ OUT
SOON

Asilomar Plans
Announced
By S. C. A.
Jacoby Lauds Project; Booster Meet Nov. 7
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TIME TO GO TO WORK

«

UNCLE AMOS WANTS YOU, SPARTAN!

VIA GROSSE

on the old pepper-pot. That's what today should
mean to every true Pacificite. Why? Because this
is the night of the San Jose game, and San Jose means
jinx, and jinx means that plenty of spirit will be
needed when the Bengals run out to do battle with
the cocky Spartans of San Jose.
For six years Pacific has tried to defeat San Jose
with little result. A scoreless tie in 1935 is the best
the Tigers have done in the recent past. Not even
the magic of Amos Alonzo Stagg has turned the trick
against the doughty San Joseans. Surely, the time
has come for a change in the course of events. All
hexes eventually reach demise. This one is long
over-due for the ash-can, and Pacific supporters can
hasten the "junking of the jinx" by getting behind the
team one hundred per cent at the Garden City tonight.
The Tiger team is raring to go, will be out to jam
the vaunted San Jose attack right down the Spartans'
throats. Squad morale has never been higher and
every man on the team feels that this is the game
when the Bengals are really going to town. If the
rooters go down to San Jose with the same attitude,
the Tigers should show the world at large and San
Jose State in general something worth remembering,
namely, that FOOTBALL IS STILL SK\ ENTYFIVE PER CENT FIGHT AND THAT A TEAM
THAT WON'T BE LICKED, CAN'T BE LICKED.

HOP ON THAT SPECIAL, THUMB A RIDE
TF YOU HAVE TO, BUT GET TO SAN JOSE.
TONIGHT WE BURY THE JINX—ONCE AND
FOR ALL1

THIS
C

Dust Storm Fools
Astronomers

An inky spot which appeared to
be one of the planet Jupiter's
on Pacific's campus once again. Perhaps it's the
nine moons placidly revolving
large number of new students that is responsible for
around, as viewed by student as
tronomers at Pacific Tuesday and
the present violations of traffic rules cropping up on
Wednesday
nights last week, turn
the campus. Perhaps the rules were not clearly
ed out to be a gigantic dust storm
stated at the outset of the semester, but the Student
covering some 2000 miles, accord
ing to speculations of astronomers
Affairs Committee, under the directioon of Bill Bidof Griffith, Mount Wilson and
dick, is taking care of that now. The present program
other observatories.
of the S. A. C. should acquaint everyone with campus
Jupiter's day and nights pass in
traffic regulations, make further violations untenable.
9 hours and 55 minutes, in com
parison to the Earth's 24 hour
Students should realize that special rules govern
day, so fast does it rotate on its
By TWINCHELL
axis. Considering the distance
ing traffic speed and parking have to be enforced on
and the speed of Jupiter's
the campus. Conditions are not the same on campus Having sold all the pop bottles away
in the basement and purchased rotation, this disturbance was
as in town or on the highway. Reckless driving and one of those good bids, we can moving with great rapidity.
indiscriminate parking raise a great deal more havoc now dust the moths off our dark
t school because the local area is much more con- suit and prepare for that event an engagement announced, the
Rhizites, Archites
and verity of which is for you to find
vested, there are considerably more pedestrians in when
Omega Phis join as brothers un out . . . Bob McCarthy and Vir
flux on the streets. Perhaps some curb should be der the skin, to cut holes in the ginia Nelson did not seem to en
, laced on them, too, but the onus of responsibility gym floor to the scintillating joy the chocolate . . . too sweet?
swing staccato of Prof. Sapiro and Scantlebury and Co. there . . .
es largely with "the man behind the wheel."
his Alligators in their annual Jit Muriel Brown spun too much . . .
We realize that 8 o'clocks are hard to make at times, terbug contest, known more spe Omega Phi was there, en masse
cifically as the Interfraternity Jig . . . McCormick providing the
ut consideration of the welfare of others must come or the institution of jamming it melodic influence.
first. If you come shooting on the campus at thirty- off the elbow.
Right next door up on the third
And after last week-end's merry- shelf of Epsilon the corn cob pipes
live or forty miles per hour, go whizzing through the
go-round ....
and plaid shirts were in vogue
crowded area, where students are running to class, NAMES IN THE NEWS
. . . the Barn Dance attracted
pull to a park in some illegal zone, then dash like mad It all started Friday night after them from near and far . . . Led
for YOUR class, you are not showing a great deal o:: the game where a goodly crowd by the "of courses," Squires' and
respect for your fellow students—even if you do gain collected for an affair, the best Codiga "Bag" and ."Pow Wow"
thing about which can be said (apologies to Denny) . . . Kay
the temporary admiration of your prof, for getting is that it was another of those Lund and Don McKinley . . . (or
to class "under the wire "
After Game Dances ... a smaller izzit true) . . . Lora Lou and Rudy
portion of Sapiro and Co. gave
Not to be confused with the "of
With the growth of the Junior College and in forth the musical offerings . . . courses," of course, Jean Miller
creased enrollment at Pacific, the traffic problem has our second Paul Whiteman bears with Lew Ford . . . we liked the
a distinct resemblance around the
of Mary Barbara Baer and
become more acute, but it is not one incapable of solu equator but we like his music . . . couple
Harry Green . . . Coffey for Hep
tion. Let's have a little more sanity in campus driv Margaret Harmon was suffering burn last night . . . Jan and
ing and cooperate with tfie Student Affairs Commit from Sophomore regulations . . . Mickey . . . that moon was in a
Bob Stone wishing he weren't a
tee in its attempt to make the Pacific's streets safe for freshman . . . Martin Shearer and good spot ... or bad ... so
were the doughnuts . . . and
everyone.
Jackie Parker . . . Ajax and many of the couples . . . "Dutchlater Tommy Oleata dancing with ie" Kruger and E. Plurlbus Lloyd
Mary Margaret Miller . . . should almost were the vletims of one
be a "couple of the week" there of these most embarrasing an
somewhere . . . Bobbie Kientz nouncements . . . Sapiro saved the
looking very contented with the day . . . and swung for the boys
are kindly requested to take another look at Frosh same Miss Nauman ... all we and girls.
Commandment Number 8 in their Frosh Bibles. To can think of are football players "on THE AVENUE . . . Campus
. . . mostly stags . . . possibly a
refresh your memories, that little "shalt not" reads little more of something or other, Avenue . . . dormites are getting
around Barbara Laddon and Dick
as follows:
Junan, even for the addition of Morall looking awfully chummy
a two-bitter.
. . . Ijou Morrill seems to be "it"
"Amongst
or in*
. ,all
• men they
J school letters, pins vi
*a
Scandal
^auuai at tne
the sororities
Sororities Satsat- with Roxlne Hafels . . . Loomls
sigmas should be forever hidden. Thou shouldst for- urday when, as we have it, (and with the journalistic find, Bonnie
we
re stiu ducklng) Avery and Smith . . . Who is this Ethen Higwe're
get thy every high school achievement."
Trabert invaded Alpha Thete and gins . . . We'll ask Charmaine . . .
There are many years of tradition back of tha started an unofficial Exchange Betty Dahlgren and Jim Knapp . .
Dance . . . that had its moments
Looney . . . No, we don't be
commandment. It means what it says; otherwise it when three Alpha Thete couples Dan
lieve it . . . Margaret Gifford en
wouldn't be there. As long as it is a part of the Frosh were given an unofficial welcom dorses Bull Durham . . . Toni
Commandments it should be observed and the Block ing by a house mother . . . and Rlffberg — Marian Akers — Ashley
that wasn't the end of the invad Kerfoot . . .
Like a pick-ax,
P Society is here to see that it is observed
ing, judging by the few couples aren't we, roomie . . . Rosalie
left at Epsilon ... all of which Trevarro and Del Wescott . . .
semester there have .been several noticeable
. This
. .
i i u u t t t t u i t Dbusiness'"datlT
u s m e s s d a t e s bback
a c k ttoo a
a parallel
p a r a
those room bells are beginning to
Violations 01 tins rule, cases in which new students incident when Archania stole
buzz, eh Queenie? . . .
Rhizone
Buzzard
.
.
.
just
before
have continued to wear, on this campus, sweaters
WE NOMINATE FOR NEWS
War ended, we believe.
Janet Porter changes hair rib
and emblems of other schools after enrolling at Pa theTheCivilChocolate
affair gained bons four times a day . . . Rod
cific. 1 hus far nothing has been done about the situa ground again ... Betty Flickinger ney Randall regrets the change
tion as the Block P men have been biding their time and Jim Ohinnis liked it . . . in policy at Manor Hall . . . Prof
was logging . . . Tom Colliver has already submitted his
hoping that official warning would be unnecessary Rippon
Mann with Beverly Starr ... a annual football pep talk to the
Should the condition continue to exist, the lettermen's little surprised to see Jackie Park WEEKLY . . . Keep It up, pal
organization will be forced to step in and wield its er with Dick Loomis . . . and . . . Bovey's on the downbeat with
night . . . well, that's an that certain deal . . . Lois Bugbee
authority. Such action should be unnecessary if Pa Friday
other story . . . Fanny Branstead is not yet a ham . . . Becker will
cific's newcomers will play the game with the rest Oi lost her heel at the dance . . . probably cut this to ribbons but,
the undergrads who have had to go through the same no, we wouldn't mean Bob Grogan know we had strong intentions
with a pro team to sic on us . . , . . . We really mean well. (Ed.
ropes
j Les Knowlcs and Boa McCarl had Note—Glad to hear it!)

O

WHIRL

FRESHMEN AND NEWCOMERS

Gro

WHEN YOU

Readi^* *

MOST WOMEN OUGHT TO
find the man who performed re
By GLADYS HUGHS
cently in Modesto at least interest
fvfark
ing. Santell, who claims to be the OFF THE SHELF
world's strongest athlete, tore a
lnU
This week we delve
entV,-n
into
1500 page telephone book into
t*
field of the magazine an,}
e
CoOiihB
tn
eights. Shucks, I could do that if
rnnniimimiiniimiimimmnimiiminniniBainniiiHiiiH)iiwiinwHinii
1jini
I could do it page by page. A out a few literary plUms f
r
"""Lr
e
By "STUB" HARVEY
twenty penny spike was driven our library magazine sheiv
A*"**
into a plank with one blow of his
For the drama fans the'
—FIRST RETURNS IN
a with
mighty fist. A 175 pound man Cue, fall 1938, carries an
Men! Men! Men!
was lifted off the floor by SanOver 100 men voted in Monday's tell's teeth. A steel chain the cle by a gentleman named J }(»s 18 ttei"1
,p|s *
,nt ®°
Pacific Radio Poll; to be exact entire football team couldn't break on "Drawing Room Piay U K> s5(en
pa® ot
— - Cj* J
108. Man's nearest rival, women, was torn In two by Santell with tlon." The idea of Produ
e
»turd»y
V, t!>
brought in 76 votes. Maybe there his bare hands. I can hear a play in a single room with If'
grria.
chorus of sighs breaking the still
clini**
were more but if so they were ness. They're saying, "What a scenery and the audienC(
the
be
enU **
circling
the
players
is
,
,
i»
an
im
(
ashamed of their sex and didn't Man!"
iteming one and Mr. Hatlen '' (td'« e .. con c®m«
put a check after the word "fe
some of the newer develrw d»n»
""e
JlOU"
l0PH,
male" on the ballot. (Incidentally
ALL OF THIS AVAR TALK in the field clearly
at tb®
some one put down "Male and fe led me to this article from The tainingly.
si*jf
,»t»
male") well maybe they're right Trojan. It seems a maritime com STAGG AND DOUG
Club
Oct
mission official feels our mer
er'S
"
«(ntb
iet
In last week's Post,
j, L
"
and I'm wrong.)
chant fleet is inadequate to par
tc
()•'. i d cignia
plan®
.
Most Pacific students like to ticipate in or profit from a Euro picture of Coach Stagg
sleep up to the last minute, for pean war. This is the reason for Silva used to illustrate an
^%day.
biri"-;;„ 0n
=-n-i- . "
only nine listen in the morning to the accelerated pace of the big- tainir.g football article
byF^;„chJon —
•to*
gerald.
"Slick
Tricks
22 in the afternoon and 175 in best merchant shipbuilding pro
the evening.
gram in our history. America Football." Most of the a^Ler *
se
start « lln
The FROSH win again!
would suffer military as well as taken up with anecdotes , >
varioui
78 FroSh listen to their radios commercial prestige in any war clever trick plays, some of a '»#
carry
a
while only 49 Sophs indicated they now. The next five years will see very amusing. Also in this t # aP,i the
3
turn on the juice. As for the two billions spent for ships. Why of America's great five-cent 1 f:is'lc'
moder" ' *
seniors only 29 listen in and the do Americans patronize foreign ly is a clever 'lotion bit hyp ,» W th6
charge
mighty Juniors were the last on ships when they
"That
Which " u, rfltees
Mr*
travel?
And Gallico,
a
the list with 23, unless you count then cry over the U. S. lines go Wings." It is an avi tion
-n Kthe faculty a part of the student- ing broke!
of unusual power, and effe^ty: f^iels- <"
body, for they only tallied four
unconventional, but highly
Mrsenta
refreshm
thralling ending.
votes.
Kay
A TROJAN DEMONSTRATION
n
1itality.
KYSER LEADS BANDS
For those of you who 4.-1- hosP
brings back to mind the wonder
Barbara
Pacific's favorite dance band is
and
ful things electricity can do. An poetry addicts we suggest itled by Kay Kyser, the "old man
atom-smasher generates 500,000 October Harper's, wherein fit, .riles- Eniendl® s olde«
from the South." He won first
volts of direct current. An air- Edna St. Vincent Millay's lJrtJr of
eside over
place in the first day's poll with
filterer removes tobacco smoke are offered. One, "Say That B *IU pr6„ Mrs. Con
41 votes. "The King of Swing" (?)
a
Mrg
T1n
from the air, each piece of which Saw Spain Die," gives a can, tit. They r
Benny Goodman came in second
is 100-5000 of an inch in diameter. tional but interesting persons <1 P»S!ldcn''1' n„U(.r ,
with 18. Tommy Dorsey came in
tion of Spain as a dying | „ Jose, MrS'
, .llU,
third with only 12 votes. There I don't mind the boon to the
fighter. Also in the same ii,
' M"'
poker
player
of
a
card
sorter
that
were 45 dance bands on the bal
are Herring's article on "Cart «SW- The
, "
lot-listings. A few surprises were: deals a poker hand, but I do
of Mexico" and Ira Wolfert's 1 «jed in gowns from
mind
the
card
sorter
that
sorts
Wayne King with 10 votes, Jan
short story "Finally Harriet1 (i the theme wi
Garber with six, Eddie Duchin got 500 W. P. A. work cards a min
gruesome bit of fiction offtj ,1 iround the year o
nine, Joe Sudy brought in only ute. Pretty soon everyone will
fine character study.
^ n t of E m e n d i n .
strike
for
more
work.
A
case
of
three votes and Andre Eostelantz
Looking over the October ] .)!i5. J- w- BarnB' I'">f
time in the machine.
polled two. What a nightmare too touch
tiojral Geographic we find Mother's Club,
Is
The complete returns should bring
S. F. STATE IS GETTING MAD main article this month is 1 jijnjin for the sffalr
up some of these listings. Read
next week's column for the com because kids and old men enter wail Old and New" by Wil! tl--: the following to
plete reports of the entire Radio games on borrowed student body Castle. If you don't want ton $ various capacities 1111
cards. They're going to establish it, you can still derive somebi fcD. R- Powell, pros; i
Poll.
a patrol to identify all who enter. fit from looking at the pictj publicity; Mrs. J. 1
FAVORITE PROGRAMS
some of which are breath-tail eimentfl; Mrs. lmntel
Twenty-eight students listen to What's the password?
lovely. Also In the magazinsi ju,
the Chase and Sanborn Hour with
Charlie McCarthy. This program
"ROLLO"
ROBOT la
eight an article on tropical fish cai
Is the most popular on the air, feet of aluminum from U. C. He along the coast of Southern!
that is among "weekly broad is awaiting his trip to the '39 fornia (with colored illustratii isnnnmflnl C
casts," according to the first poll exposition with glee. His purpose and one on Finland which
Kay Kyser came in second with is to show the reaction of the instructive reading.
23 votes for his "Swing School.'
body to various radio-active sub OUT OF ATLANTIC
Pacific is concerned with "The stances. A gelger counter will
Two of the best fiction efl finO U fl C © Cl
March of Time," for more stud light up when balls of varied we've seen in many a moon
ents favored this "educational pro substances are fed to the dummy. t o b e f o u n d I n t h e O c t o b e r A l f c n o u n c e m e n t c a m e
gram" than any other. It pulled I'd better not make any cracks tic Monthly., The first, "An II Icing of the engngemrni
in 30 votes. The next favorite was about feeding alcoholics to the man and a Jew" by Househol ' Sanguinettl to Mi
Standard Symphony," with 12 dummy. Rollo would probably be a character study of the
Tone at a dinner-dan. j
votes. Following the symphony as lit as I would be.
em Nazi-persecuted Jew fl
" home of the brid
program the University Explorer
By THURSTON
from his homeland. He ciihiiow chrysantheniun
received 18 votes. There were 34
A
PAIR
FROM
ILLINOIS understand the natural sunni lija-s in the same
Flash! "The Ghost Flies South" programs listed. Our own College
flew to Lodi—Tremendous success President Dr. Tully Knoles re Wesleyan think they have the of the Irish, having always I fed the table. R.-velatio
in a grey mood himself. Ton
was made ,|„
—Got a curtain call—Took the ceived six ballots in his favor. His dancing of the world down to a
like the odd courtship of Bl
games,
audience half an hour to walk program was well up on the list. T. The rhythm of the North is
angular, accurate. Movement is by Daniel Flynn.
fll bride-elect is
out-—(He had a wooden leg).
Pacific Symposium wasn't high on from the waist down. The South
The other story, unlike the i Hr, and
All joking aside, those Odd Fel the list for this program only
„CI
nnlhlnr. of
nf realism
yaelicm or
Iff I i!... .
nothing
is curves; movement is from the has
Indent a. Pn„fll
lows received the "Ghost" in good garnered two votes.
waist up. An Eskimo searching temporary life about it. It t
old Odd Fellow fashion. They BING LEADS BAKER
membership
for food and an African girl ageless and countryless becai
r°rityoame from near and far, on bicy
k,. Sorority
Mr.
Bing CroSby and Kenny Baker
represent the two parts respec is sheer fantasy. Lord D®
cles and crutches, with joy in fought for first honors in the
Mr. Louis 1
has,
in
"The
Development
a
Lucy Lav
H
their hearts, a bottle on each Popular Vooalist class. Bing won tively. A composite is found in
RUIswood Estate," brought to ttton a
hip, and rheumatism in every with 47 and Kenny received 40 Spain where the dance is austere
"d ia &abqc|
a satyr, and done it in a
wi"> the
joint. That's a pretty broad state ballots. Ella Fitzgerald of "Tlsket- above and volcanic below. Eastern
Stoi-kl
amusing manner. We urgA
rhythms
are
indrawn,
feminine.
Loan Bank.
ment we'll admit, because the one Tasket" fame led the female vo
Guests at
to
drop
Into
the
library
sow
Western
ones
are
masculine,
ac
1
c
who flirted with Lucy Brown calists class with 11 and had
the annop
wasn't a day over sixty-five (By "Back to Nature" Dorothy La- tive. The East is represented by and give over about half an "y „
Misses Leonb
Bernlce
crackey!). Oh well, they say a mour just behind with seven in the Chinese girl; the West by the to the reading of this airy,
R „
touhg
n«
man's old when he feels old, or her favor. Forty-one vocalists Indian. A composite, so they say, tastic story.
tut
arJ°rlo
That's about enough to kerf 'beth
is found in the Hawaiians. Curves
something like that. (Heh, Heh!) were
listed.
Connie
Boswell
are found in the arms and head, busy for a week, so we «I0
„Hiida
.
UQa
The twenty-first of this month brought in only one vote.
rrz'
and the footwork is Western.
with a promise to bring f (d Camp
Men,
(Friday to you) sees the "Ghost" BENNY FUNNIEST
nice selection of whodunits -'•!] Gprnil°k' _ Elmer
Pacific must be "nuts" about
traveling to Angels Camp for. artAN OAKLAND HIGH SCHOOL week. Tallyho.
Ca
other one-night stand. The mem Jahk Benny for he got twice as
bers of the cast have been watch many ballots than his nearest boy has something, and he prob
Kuntree Melv,n
6e'
F,-a,
ing Dick Mirski rather anxiously rival, the King of Blockheads- ably doesn't know it. A dream the cup, the wheel resting 0"
the past few days, and bets have Charlie McCarthy. Benny's vote come true Is his doughnut dunk- lip of the cup. As it is
been
even been wagered as to how was 84 and Charlie got 41. Fred er. It consists of a long arm con around the lip the dougt""
fast he can run. We understand Allen pulled 16 ballots, Fibber Mc- nected to a revolving wheel. Two dunked evenly with no e*'
that the miners and lumberjacks Gee had 12 and Eddie Cantor prongs are in the doughnut hole. dribble down the front ot
in that country get all "het up" polled only eleven. Burns and Al The food in the prong goes into best shirt.
over a fat little Indian squaw. If len brought In only two ballots
Mirski doesn't get his make-up off and "Simply Funny" Bob Hope
in a hurry we're liable to sea him polled three.
tearing over the mountain tops EDDY IN FRONT
with half the male population
Nelson Eddy won by a large
£rlday duri»S the College year by the J
after him. Incidentally, If the margin the first day's pool for Student
the
Postoffice
^tered as second class matter October
tne
r^ostofflce.
St.np.kfrtr»
nr.rnh ftcast doesn't stay In Angels Camp "Favorite Classical Vocalist" with Acceptance Vor
S.l?ckton' California, under the Act of„ March
panning for gold, or feverishly 67. His co-partner Jeanette Mac- Uon 1103
'®r mailing at special rate of postage provided io' 1
1103' °ctob« 3l
ferreting for frolicking frogs, the Donald brought in only 17. Law
authorized October 24, 1924.
"Ghost" will play here on October rence Tibbett, 22; Lily pons, 15,
29 for Homecoming.
Richard Crooks, 15; Deanna DurSUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
bin, 7 and Margaret Speaks, 7,
DOWNSTAIRS
were
other
ranking
choiees.
The Studio Theatre unfolded its
Complete Results Next Week.
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
wings this Thursday night to dis
Thanks for voting.
close Mother Patriquin and his
BILL BECKER
little brood, doing the Blg-a-er
Editor
doing "Gaminer Gurton's Needle."
Phone 9948 or 1223
It s all about needle, needle, who's
got the needle and their favor
ite song is "A Thistle a Thastle."
STAFF
NEWS; Editor-Gregg Phifer.
To be really truthful about it,
we haven't been able to pull a
Wright,
McGinnis, Dot Stegal,]leWrite~B°b wi,k!nson. Beverly
sneak preview, but from the sound
of yells and screams which drift
Jessie Hanney BChariotfmiph' Howard Thurston. Betty BrO^'y
from the vicinity of the Little
erombie, Gail Scheera r P®terfon- Kathryn MacDonald, c'i0
Theatre every night, we'd say that
Child,, Betty Iou Parker^nii
> Gladya Sanguinetti *£
Why
is
an
orchestra
leader
the
someone takes an awful beating.
, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman ka
fastest
man
on
earth'
That'
The cast included such illustraSOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
tious names as Don Looney, Dick easy. Time flies, and he'beats it
Briggs,
Bill
Hunefeld,
June
iet
Marguerite61Frances Hull, J®"1
Sprague, Gail Scheere, Margaret
that;
the
"Ghost"
doesn't
uuesn
r. "
"
'i lay an
Lee, Jack Holmes, and Bill Dean.
egg Gammer
Gurton
finds her
-~
SPORTS: Editor-Alex Ih7sik<m~
Dick Patriquin does the directing, T1
PPfl
1
f>
hxr
a
and if there is any truth in the needle by a painless method1, MirsFS: Man"y Belitsky- Ben Savelli, Gertrude fr'ed
ki remains intact,
Lucy
— j j u
c y Brown
r o w n Jack Price'
saying that you get out of life •
lurairo
WI
s ca,m when
what you put into it, the show izz\GT~
vounc-hlrirtil djJ
-r-. ..
FEATURES: Editor—
should be a success, because Pat young-blood Odd Fellow tries to
Associates: Buford vt u
^a",
r.osl on
h®L
women" let
has really done a lot of hard
Harvey, Raiph Trcmbley p7'„^ay Gl'°sse, Gladys Hug»e;
their
hair
down
so
they
can
stop
work—not to mention the scenic
y' Pnmo Yob, Bonnie Smith, Howard
wearing those silly ••4111 hat
design done by Bob Bastian.
ART?
~ .
ART: Editor-Bob
Bastian. '
So we leave you in the hope
off of collars:
8
e
DaVe
(Ed. Note:—So—0-0; Thurston!)
sf f°, ^ ~
Matthews.
Staff Photographer D!ck Riddell.

J £*

That's the kind of team Pacific wants on the field
tonight. Will the rooters help to make the Bengals
that sort of a team? Every able-bodied person who
deems himself a loyal Seeyopeeyite must be in the
Pacific stands at San Jose. The time has come—and
it calls for the participation of everyone from Betty
Coed to Joe Glutz, the football hero himself.

TRAFFIC PROBLEM ARISES . . . .

C0LLE6IANA

—By BAST I AN
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BETTY DIXON, Editor

Pledges Guests
At Chocolate
Party-Dance

Archania Mothers
Presen ts Forma I
Tea Sunday

Epsilon Is Scene
Of Barnyard
Dance

Omega Phi Alpha
Host At Annual
Gambling Party

Omega Phi Alpha opened its
rush season last Tuesday evening
with its annual Gambling Party,
under the general chairmanship
of Jerry Cincinato.
Guests were received from eight
until ten-thirty o'clock by Ed
Koehler, vice-president of
the
house, an" Jerry Cincinato. The
committee in charge of the event
was composed of Doug Cossett,
Bill Dean, Elton Cencirulo, Les
Knoles, and Irving Fritz.
Provided
with
fake
money,
members of the fraternity and
their guests played poker, chuckaluek, blackjack, highlow, craps,
and put'n' take. Prizes for break
ing the bank were awarded to
Bruce Smith and Ted Eschwig.
For the evening, the house was
made to resemble a gambling den.
Cider and doughnuts were served
throughout the evening.
Entertainment was provided by
the versatile Bob Eley, and Irv
ing Fritz and Doug Cossett pre
sented a piano duet.
Sorority members and their , Rushing will continue for a
guests included Jean Ferguson, three-week period.
Jack Burnell, Jean Morall, Kenny
Morton, Jean Miller, Dew Ford,
Pat Seavers, Jerry Cincinato, Ad
rian Squires, Art Irish, Dorothy
"Sack, Charles Adams, Alice Tilton,
Orvell Fletcher, Mildred Gould,
A most delightful meeting was
and Bob Bauppe.
enjoyed by the Zetagathean Club
Virginia Chapman, Harry Grady,
last evening. Mrs. Robert Gordon
Rowena
Satterburg,
Jimmy
entertained both the members and
Knapp, Jean Arnot, Joe Siegfried,
the Mothers' Club with a book
Peggy Corkett,
Jerry Duchsen,
review of the current book favo
Kay Dund, Don McKinley, Mar
rite "With Malice Towards Some."
guerite Etzel, and Irving Fritz.
Previous to the book review,
Barbara Reinle, Clem Swagerty,
short business meetings were held
Madge Hepburn, Tom Coffey, Ei
by both groups, and following the
leen Daniels, Austin Coggin, Dora
entertainment refreshments were
Dou Childs, Rudy Rivera, Mar
served in the Halloween motif.
garet Defever, Milton Kwate, Mar
garet Trabert, Bill Avery, Norma
Bently, Fred Dodge, Mary and
Roger Baer, Mary Barbara Baer,
Harry Green, Jan Wright, Mick
Parsons, Jane Stewart, Primo Tob,
Edith Ijams, Ray Weirhauser,
Vangie Pease, A1 Geiser, Marion
3 E. MAIN ST.
Bach, Bill Ducini, Jean Morgan,
and Kenny Klaas.
Tune in
Barbara Nauman, Bob Kientz,
Jean Caubu, Bill Change, Dwayne
Van Deventer, Barbara Harrison,
Neal
Howard,
Olive
Kruger,
Emrys Doyd, Claribel Coffman,
Dick Mirski, Jane Kingdon, Rob
ert Eley,
Doris
Rankin,
Bill
Thomas, Camille Goff, Bill Crete,
Mary Jean Bowell, Howard Hansbrow, Jeanne Honsberger, Walter
Kelly, Jane Jordan and Clarence
Bird.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening were Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Waldo, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gulick and Mrs. Ethel Flack, house
mother.

Out-of-town members of the Al
pha Kappa Phi Mothers Club will
An annual event in honor of
be honored by the Stockton mem
the three new pledges of the
bers at a formal tea Sunday aft
ernoon in the fraternity house on house was Epsilon's barn dance
last Saturday night from nine un
the Pacific campus.
Guests will be welcomed by til one o'clock.
Mrs. David Smith, president, Mrs.
The third floor attic was trans
Marion Akers, vice-president, and formed for the occasion into a
Mrs. John P. Blinn, secretary- typical barnyard scene, with piles
treasurer, between the hours of of hay, cornstalks, and spider
3 and 5 o'clock.
webs contributing to the atmos
Members of the house will serve. phere. A harvest moon and light
The tea table will be colorfully ed candles afforded the illumina
appointed in blue and gold, the tion.
house colors.
Virginia Chapman, assisted by
Bill Scantlebury, Corresponding members of the decorations com
secretary, is general chairman of mittee, Pat Seavers, Barbara Anne
Reinle, Jean Morgan, Mary Bar
the affair.
bara Baer and Jean Caubu, pro
Marion Akers, Dale Rose and
vided animal cartoons.
Gerald Bentley are members of
Herman Sapiro and his farm
the decorations committee. Re
freshments are in charge of Bob hands provided the music for
Cider and doughnuts
Bovey, Roy Cooper and Wade dancing.
were served throughout the eve
Beckwith.
In the receiving line will be Dick ning.
Bentley, Dick Baton, Ralph Trembley, Miss Patty Pierce, house
mother.

Tau Kappa Kappa
Auxiliary Holds
Card Party
Tau Kappa Kappa Auxiliary
held a card party last Saturday
afternoon, starting another season
of service.
Mrs. D. E. Ventre, president of
the group, was in charge of the
affair. She was assisted in greet
ing guests by Helen Hall, presi
dent of the sorority, and Miss
Ellen Deering, housemother.
Fifteen tables of mixed card
games were arranged, with a prize
for each table. Mrs. Hixon was
the fortunate winner of the door
prize.
Assisting with the service of
dessert were Betty Anne Smith,
Dois Mae Ventre, Alice Hall, Helen
Hall, and Barbara Gammons.
Decorations in the fall theme
were used effectively.
Since the Auxiliary feels that
this event was a success, it is
planning more such events for the
future. ...
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Announcement came Saturday
evening of the engagement of Miss
Rita Sanguinetti to Mr. Douis
Laverone at a dinner-dancing party
at the home of the bride-elect.
fellow
chrysanthemums
and
tapers in the same color decor
ated the table. Revelation of the
engagement was made during one
of the games.
The bride-elect is the daughter
ot Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Sanguinetti
and a* student at Pacific, where
she holds membership in Mu
&ta Rho sorority. Mr. Laverone
'' the son of Mr. Louis R. Laver
one and Mrs. Lucy Laverone of
Stockton, and is associated in
business with the Stockton Sav'ngs and Loan Bank.
Guests at the announcement
Party were Misses Leonie PocheBernice
Brown,
Betty
Young,
Marjorle
Nichols,
Elizabeth Barrows, Doris Arma"'Po. Hilda Merz; Messrs. Ed-,
'ard Campion, Elmer Briscoe,
Garroli Gormley, Louis Cazale, RoEd
Barnett,
one-armed
grid
'and Doneus, Melvin
Declusin,
Goalie Rountree, and Frances Fin player, caught four forward passes,
ney.
and intercepted three others for
date has been set for the the Cedartown, (Ga.), team against
bedding.
Rome, (Ga.), on October 31, 1930.

Smartly
with

detailed

puffed

sweaters

sleeves . . .

highly styled in a host of
. . . vivid hues . . . dark
new colors, including pastels
shades and white . . .

DONOVANS
SMART SHOP
336 E. Main St.

Allan Bacon To
Present Organ
Recital
Allan Bacon will play a, recital
dedicating the new organ at the
First Methodist Church of Grass
Valley, next
Monday evening,
October 24. His program will in
clude selections from the classics
as well as two groups of modern
works in more popular vein.
William Argall, former Pacificite, is chairman of the men's club
of the church which is arranging
for the dedication recital. The
organ is a two-manual Wurlitzer
of forty stops.
Mike Madden and Bill Hays
fought
bare-knuekled
for 185
rounds—six hours and three min
utes—at Edenbridge, England, in

Peckler & Giovanessi
SPORT SHOES

Mrs. R. Gordon
Reviews Book

Inter-Fraternity
Gives Dance
Tomorrow
Tomorrow night from nine un
til one o'clock members of O- -a

What The
Sweaters and Jackets: Brushed
wool cardigans and angoras are

Phi Alpha, Rho Dambda Phi, and very popular this year. Blue seeins
Alpha Kappa Phi will join in pre to be the top color in sweaters.
senting the annual Inter-Fra Tourquoise, powder blue, the new
teal, and the darker shades.
Dois Wheeler, Golden Hoff, and

ternity dance.

The affair, which will be held
in the gym, will feature Herman Bonnie Young have adorable blue
Sapiro and his orchestra.
Ad sweaters included in their ward
mission is fifty cents a couple, robes. Teal blue is favored by
and non-affiliated men aro in Dois Kromann.
Pink and white are also good
vited to attend. Bids may be se
and can be worn with almost any
cured from any member of the
shade of skirt. Kathryn O'Connor
Inter-Fraternity Council.
and Mildred Barnett look most at
The Council is made up of rep tractive in whito ones.
With
the coming
of cooler
resentatives of the various houses,
and members this year are Park weather many of our girls have
gotten out warm jackets for cam
Wilson, Bob Kientz, Pat Dunlap,
pus wear. Beverly Hills wears a
Dick Bentley, George Tomasini, green and white plaid one, Sally
Dick Eaton, Ed Koehler, Dick Pa- Chincholo dons a green and brown
triquin, and Willie Challis.
plaid, Peggy Bigham a black and
Blue and gold, Archania's col white check, and Dorothy Norgard
ors; red, white and blue, Rhizo- looks very smart in a rust colored
mia's colors; and purple and gold. jacket which she wears with a
Omega Phi's colors will be effec plaid skirt. A wine corduroy jacket
tively used in carrying out the is favored by Jane O'Connor.
decorations.
Accessories: /Datest thing in
Design on the bids will sym jewelry are bracelets, pins and
bolize the joint sponsorship of the necklaces which are made from
dance.
Ed Koehler is in charge rose cones, burrs and eucalyptus
of programs, Bob Kientz is chair pods picked front the plants and
man of the refreshments commit dipped into liquid bronze. Tiny
tee, and Trevor Griffiths is ar velvet bow earrings for evening
ranging the decorations.
and afternoon are very new, and
Patrons and patronesses of the you can change the black bows
event will be Mr. and Mrs. J. for any other color you prefer.
Russell Bodley, Dr. and Mrs. Gor Necklaces and bracelets made of
don Patton, Mr. and Mrs. Robert glass are attractive worn with
Burns, Miss Opal Berg, and Mr. sweaters and also worn on your
Robert Fenix.
best black dress.

STOCKTON

PHONt 3037

KWG Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays

WONDER RADIO HEADLINES

THE COLLEGE GIRL
MIXES HER OWN

rhi oigma bamma
Elects Officers
Phi Sigma Gamma, honorary
language fraternity, started off
with a bang last Wednesday with
President Alex Turkattl, presid
ing. The following officers were
elected for the coming year: Phil
lip Alosi, vice-president; Mildred
Lagomarsino, secretary; Jean Mil
ler, treasurer; and Virginia Wes
ton, historian.
Phi Sigma promises a lot of
action this year and the first
big event will be initiation and a
dinner on October 24.
Phi Sigma Gamma is an honor
group of language majors and
minors who have a two point
1
grade point average.

Get into the swing of
things! The Wonder is
showing a complete new
selection of new season skirts, Pleated
Gaberdine—Shetland and Botany Flan
nel—Tailored Type with three kid pleat
front and new back . . . Caliope—Peanut
—Parade Cartwagon and Trapeze are the
New Shades . . .

SKIRTS

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
r by the

Campus Representative

of March
Dvided f°r

109 N. Sutter

October 5

Phone 652

ANGORA
SLIP-ON

HARD 1

The New Barge Type Collegiate

Man®

one 9948

Oxford for Girls

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Peckler & Giovanessi

etty 1
lonald,
inetti,
man

SWEATERS
Soft and Fluffy ... New
Necklines . . . High and
Pastel Shades . . . Wear
these anywhere . . «

523 E. MAIN STREET

Your A. W. S. Cubhouse
Offers a

SPECIAL

|TS Hugh
, Howard
SPORT SECTION
Second

Fresh Lime and Lemon
Coca Colas

SIERMI
THE THRILL-CHILI JHOW!

SIZES 32-40

FREE PARKING
Drive into the Clark Garage . . . 125
South Sutter Street. . . . Your claim
check will be validated at the Wonder.

Floor

If'l
/
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AL'S
TIGER
TALK
By

ALEX DONSKER

No Offense? Says Who?

Moat of Pacific's rooters who
saw the Bengals play their first
two games thought that tho Tig
ers didn't have any offense, ye
olde editor thought they didn't
have an offense, Coaches .Stagg
and Francis HOPED Pacific had
an offense, but they weren't sure.
But Pacific does have an of- ^
fense! And a good one at that!
In scoring 28 points against the
Ramblers last Saturday night, the
Bengals proved beyond any doubt
that they are not a purely de
fensive outfit.

Cubs Drop Bulldog
Encounter, 13-0
San Mateo Uses Fumble Plays
To Score Twice Against Locals

Meet
Powerfy
Bengals
Ifitgal i>pnrta fag?
Team Tonight
Spartan
He Floats Through The Air
Edited By Alex Donsker

_

Tigerlets Hope
For Win Over
Placer J. C.

By MANUEL BELITSKY
Before a huge cheering (?) crowd of all of 300 peo
ple, the Bengal Babes kicked away a football game to
the San Mateo Bulldogs by the score of 13 to 0 last Sat
urday night in Baxter Bowl.
After rising to the heights last week and defeating
Marin the Frosh were either over-confident or else they
had stage fright in playing before snch a huge audience

continually
The San Mateo line
"
" ~ " ~ >opened up holes over the right
tackle positions and Huff and Sllva
would rip through for nice gains
on reverses.
The Cub tackles
could not hold their own and that
is the major reason, not counting
The most gratifying part about
errors and tough breaks, that the
the Rambler game was the fact
"Iron-Mike"
Martinovich,
that Partflc scored almost at will, Cubs lost.
former Pacific grid star, con
and nt the same time held the WARD, BIRD STAR
tinued his sensational playing
Al Sllvlera was away off, both
Ramblers scoreless.
The same
for the Cincinnati pro griddefensively
and
offensively
and
Rambler squad scored two touch
ders last week when he con
Just
could
not
get
going.
As
he
downs against San Jose earlier
tributed to his teaim's 27-0
is one of the main cogs In the
In the season.
victory over the Pittsburg
Whether that means very much, Cub machine, the Frosh offense
Pirates by kicking two field
was
stalled.
Johnny
Camlcla
or not. we don't know, but If Pa
goals.
threw
some
nice
passes
that
helped
cific can get that old offense out
Phil's first field goal came
of the moth balls onco again to but they were not enough.
in the second period from the
The ends. Ken Rogers and Don
night, and play a heads-up de
33-yard line and his second
fensive
game,
Dud
DeGroot's Bartoni, played a smashing game
was tallied in the third quar
eleven may find themselves on and they were In on almost every
ter from the 16-yard line.
the small end of a football score play. The guards, especially little
The blocking and tackling
Jim Bird and Llvle. piled up the
tonight.
of Martinovich was one of
San Mateo thrusts at the center
the outstanding features of
of the line. Leonard Ward has
the game as the Cincinnati
Practically nothing would please finally decided to be a lineman
Bengals
kept
"Whlzzer"
Coach A. A. Stagg more than a after trying out for the backficld,
White, great
All-American
victory over San Jose tonight. and he looked good for the time
ace, and his Pittsburg Pi
During Stagg's f Ivo-year reign he was In there.
rates completely bottled up
at Pacific, the Bengals have lost
The way the Frosh lost was
during the entire game.
four and tied one with tho Spar- bad, especially as the Bulldogs'
The Bengals, In scoring
tans.
scored both times by using the
their fourth straight victory,
The cngal grid machine should St. Mnry's fumble play.
They
racked up 14 first downs to
l>e well oiled and ready to shift scored late In the first quarter
seven scored hy Pittsburg.
Into high gear for their clash hy fumbling the ball over the
Latest Flash!
with the Spartans. It would be goal. The try for the extra point
The latest achievement of
a distinct feather In their caps was blocked. Tho two teams bat
Mike's gridiron play was his
to knock over San Jose, one of tled evenly for the rest of the
fourth quarter field goal that
the highest scoring elevens In the
time until the half.
gave his team a 3-0 victory
country today.
After the second half started,
Ttcvenge Is sweet, and the Tig the Cubs started to go places
over the Los Angeles Bull
ers will he out after some after forcing the Bulldogs to
dogs last Sunday afternoon.
"sweets" when the opening whis kick. But they were forced to
tle blows at 8 o'clock tonight in
kick after going up to the. 40. Cubs' 7. A pass, Silviera to Ca
San Jose.
Al Silvlera's kick went off the mlcla with a lateral to Rogers
side of his foot and went about brought the ball up to the 20"Iron Miko" has been booming 20 yards. The Bulldogs quickgreat guns for the Cincinnati kicked back and caught the Tiger- yard line. The next \ Frosh pass
Bengals. ... He Is really making lets napping, the ball being downed was Intercepted and run back to
a name for himself In pro grid on the Cubs' 12. A line play net the Frosh 20. A succession of line
circles. . , . Wo hear that another ted two yards and then a clip plays over right tackle brought
Swagerty Is due to pitch camp ping penalty was called on the
on the Bengal campus next year. Bulldogs. Then the Cubs parsed the ball to the Frosh 4, where on
He Is as big as his brother ar.d It was Intercepted on the 45. the next play San Mateo fum
Floyd, and should make another They ktckcd again to the Frosh bled the baii over the goal and
darn good tackle or end.
19. After one line play, the Cubs recovered it for a touchdown. The
In their first four games the kicked and the Bulldog safety- Bulldogs converted, making it
Did you know that there are 5 man fumbled.
Tho ball was 13-0.
Bengal players named Al, 4 named scooped up by Condron and he
After that, It was all over. Both
John, 3 named Bob, 2 named Dick ran the rest of the distance to the teams substituted freely and the
and 2 named Jack?
goal. But it was called back as game ended with the subs bat
the ball had hit the ground and tling away freely.
was automatically dead, but It
In the third quarter, the Cubs
was the Cubs' ball on the San pulled an old play out of the
Mateo 35.
mothballs and made It work for
INTERCEPTED FASS
a gain. It was the old Statue
It looked as If the Cubs would of Liberty play, Silviera being the
score, but Camicia's pass was in statue. He faked a kick and Ca
tercepted and run back to the mlcla came around to take the
42. The Bulldogs could not make ball for a good gain on an end
a first down and kicked to the sweep.

Entertaining their second home
opponent in as many weeks, the

Stagg Wants This One

This 'N That .. .

Blaney &
Speckens
Sporting

PACIFIC AVENUE
COFFEE SHOP

Goods

SPORTSMEN'S
HEADQUARTERS

"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"

We Carry Everything
In Athletic Goods

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and DINNER

Phone 2424
1193 Main St.
Stockton, Calif.

4043 Pacific Ave.

Playmates will not be the favo
rites to win, Coach Jackson hav
ing faith in his freshmen to make
up for their big loss of last

Ready to land on the old pigskin is Art Carpenter,
198-pound Spartan tackle from Paso Robles who will see
plenty of action against the Bengals at San Jose tonight.

TIGERS HIT 'GRAVY TRAIN'
TO GALLOP HOME ON A
SMASHING 28=0 WIN
Bengals Set New Scoring Record Under Stagg's
Tutorship; Kientz, Trembley Star In Backfield
By JACK PRICE
Uncorking a smashing offense coupled with a de
termination to avenge their early season defeats, Coach
Amos Alonzo Stagg's College of Pacific Tigers went
touchdown-crazy last Friday night at Baxter Stadium to
wallop the visiting California Rambler eleven 28 to 0
and hang up their first victory of the 1938 season.
Hitting his stride for the first*
>
time this season "Galloping Bob" to pay dirt midway in the opening
Kientz, Pacific's highly touted
period. Joe Siegfried started the
ball-carrying back, stole the lime
fireworks with a smashing line
light with his spectacular runs off
drive to the 33-yard stripe and
tackle. Frequently slipping through
from there Bob Adamina crashed
the Ramblers' forward vs'l, which
off tackle for another first down.
looked rather ragged from the
An end run and a short pass
Tigers' front line pounding, Kientz
followed to put the Tigers within
run up first down after first down
two yards of pay dirt. Two line
for his Orange and Black co
smashes failed to gain and then
horts.
Kientz skirted left end to score.
POOR KICK HELPS
The Orange and Black grid ma
Taking advantage of a poor chine hung up another touch
kick, the Staggmen took the ball down in the closing minutes of
on the Ramblers' own 44-yard line the first half to lead 12 to 0
and commenced their initial drive at the beginning of the third

"Don't Forget the Inter-Fraternity Dance
This Saturday"

\
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English - pleated
Trousers.
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SHIRTS

$2

INTERWOVEN SOCKS
Pairs

Exclusive Sale of

Hart Schaffner-& Marx
Good Clothes
snow 'EM
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KdstBeds.
STORE FOR <JV\E\ •

Also SEE

Get Pre-Game Car Service At

The Pacific San Jose State
Football Game Friday eve

Pat Mlraglio's Motor Service

ning at San Jose . . . it's
going to be a real game.
Watch those TIGERS.
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PENNEY

Anniversary
SALE

A store-wide event now going on ... with the greatest
array of values we have ever known. See our windows.

A 100% Booster Employing 3 Pacific Students
Get Your Pacific Stickers Here Free
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Worship
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"On the Campus
for You"

Russ Aitken

TownCld

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
Stockton, California

Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 1750

—
805 Bank of America Bldtr
ldgStockton, Calif.
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plenty of action tonight against will probably see some actta i f
tl
fore tbe final whistle blow ^7 pale
San Jose.
The San Jose team will i ''''e "and wolf
weigh the Bengals about 15 Po, 7er d the sou ml ol '
per man as the Spartans ho* )',y' A7 ever
starting line-up that averagt, t IiSetuc denzlens|
cool 200 pounds. Big Don PrM I't[1
at them <M>
giant 6 foot 5 inch, 230-pounj P01"!® nd the sc. nc
The Inter-Class long distance gro guard; 197-pound tackle,
Bronzan, and 212-pound hi,
, waillnK
run of three miles is slated to be
'Truck" Tornell form the nidi **
Ilk''
s„ elled
run off in the near future, accord for the powerful Spartan forjjll
gulfing the H<
ing to Cordner Nelson, who is in wall, while Capt. Walt McPbJ'^
"surround
Leroy Zimmerman and Hera I1111
' Hours they foup
charge of the affair.
terquist are the boys to watch
The race will be run in the near
even the meadow 1.
the Spartan backfield.
slumbers »
0 her
vicinity of the college and will
In the Bengal backfield Ri "
finish at Baxter Stadium. There Trembley and Tommy Olaetai*1 iuckcd ''7 7 7aln
will be no limit as to the number been showing a great deal of|
, th,- ow
shUt °U
•
of men that may compete for each provement and are expecW !»
carry a large bundle of the 1
,
,
class, but only five men from
tensive work against the Spar; ' th ar"
.'.
,
each class may score.
Pacific's forward wall will hi' supreme ovrl
Runners who are turning out for
Jo-Babe"
McWilliams at ® called. "Tiger an
the event should report on Mon
of the si'cncc v ' ''
days, Tuesdays and Thursdays aft pivot spot, Bill Becker, Jack T
loch or John McGowan at1 — 'he haunting '
er school at the gym.
guard spots, Grubbs and Vaui
at the tackle
positions, * w' Octobrius, bow
ua} '•'• Thai Isn't
niem Swagerty
Swae -ertv and
and Bob
Rnh Will
Will l!iat «»>
Clem
son will handle the end spots. I parable was supposed
the backfield Al Soper, John I ,tfou remember tluil
ench, Siegfried, Kientz, Hal 111 "nisli with a Ben
Adamina, Cooper, Bentley '"'"S one fan" '» " ' •
Vleria should all have their m 11»» the «<>" "tiered
outs against the Spartans. P cr.v?
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Arrow and Manhattan
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See

Pat Miraglio

Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg's Bengal varsity W|
out gunning for a powerful San Jose eleven to,J'
their first victory over I)A
an attempt, to register
a A.
A Stagg
Stn.src- hearan
..9
Groot's outfit since A.
began guiding th«
tinies of the Pacific varsity six years ago.

SUITS AND TOPCOATS

RICHFIELD PRODUCTS
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ton,

The COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE,
SAYS—

2405 Pacific Ave.

Get Your Giant
MILKSHAKE

C\£ LP

320 E. Main St.

STRIPES f

29.50

the aid of Ralph Trembley and
Al
Soper
brought
the
local
gridsters down to the invaders'
four-yard line and then over the
goal for another score. Later in
the period Bill Greschner, Ram
bler back, fumbled behind the
goal line to give the Staggmen a
safety.
Midway In the fourth period the
Tigers once more went on the
march. This time the Bengal re
serve combination of Roy Cooper,
Dale Halbert and Emil Slefert led
the attack.
Starting from the
visitors' 44-yard line, Stagg's '49
ers marched unmolested to their
fourth and final score.
HIGHEST SCORE MADE
The score made against the
Ramblers was the highest ever
recorded by the Tigers under
Stagg's tutorship.

quarter. Kientz reeled off fif
teen yards on an end run and
then passed to Clem Swaggerty,
Tiger end, for the second score.
Leading Pacific's attack again
in the third period, Kientz with

BWB

Varsity - Town stripes
forever smart! Stripe
finals . . . the latest
and smartest s t r i p e
pattern
development.
New banjo stripes . . .
chalk stripes . . . nar
row stripes . . . all
very striking stripes.
You should see them.

A _

as a pair of Tackles
are Yost Bros.

•-STKL£

PHONE 2047

i

RUGGED

^

Qtiuir'tTouni

week.
The Placer Punching Palookas
must be pulling their punches this
year or trying to lull the Cubs
into a false sense of security be
cause they haven't won a game as
yet this year. But they are not
pushovers, and will put up a stiff
fight. Last week, they lost to
Santa Rosa in a mud game, 12 to
0.
The weights of the two teams
are about even. Tbe Placenmen
showed no trick plays in their
last game, except a wingback for
mation that cannot be classed as
terrifying.
Straight football is
their forte, but after
Coaches
Jackson and Kjeldson get through
ironing out the wrinkles In the
Bengal Babes' line, Placer may
have a tough evening.
It is hoped that Art Paulson
will be ready for this game and if
he is, it will add a great deal to
the offense.
The Frosh lineup will remain
essentially the same, as there were
luckily no casualties after the San
Mateo game.

Headquarters for

Carleen's
Home Decorating Studio

n

Frosh will tangle with Placer J.
C. In Baxter Bowl this Saturday
night at eight o'clock. The Placer

'Mike' Boots
Two Field
Goals

Watch Out Spartans!

,

San Jose Rates As One Of Hig^
Scoring Elevens In The Country
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